THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SYSTEM
CULTIVATING LEARNING AND SAFE ENVIRONMENTS

28,270 students participated in a survey about campus sexual assault and misconduct

1,853 UT Health Institutions
26,417 UT Academic Institutions

92% Non-Victims
89% Victims
76% Victims
80% Non-Victims

Student Survey Snapshot
The results of the CLAS survey are representative of all students since their enrollment at a UT institution. 13 UT institutions participated in the CLASE study.

UT System-wide survey about campus sexual assault and misconduct:
✓ Provides data about real problems and opportunities for improvement
✓ Sets a benchmark to assist in evaluating future progress
✓ Promotes conversation about shared responsibility for cultivating learning and safe environments

Key Challenge: Students are not disclosing
72% of victims attending academic institutions did not tell anyone about the incident
77% of victims attending health institutions did not tell anyone about the incident

Learn more about how UT is addressing this issue and about prevention and response programs already in place at UT institutions: WWW.UTSYSTEM.EDU/CLASE